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Cathedral 
 
The monks built on top of  
the center of the universe 
We’re on our knees 500 years later,  
staring at relics, archbishop bones 
 
Priests sit in its corners,  
legs splayed under stiff gowns, 
listening to whispered sins 
 
Women bore foreign men’s bodies, 
bore their foreign tongue 
bore their diluted children 
I want to tear their hearts out, 
I’m a diluted child 
 
Forty thousand mixed-blood hearts 
will not bring back any hungry god, 
any vengeful bird, tricky beast, 
venomous darts, words of a curse 
 
  



Body of a Man 
After Neruda 
 
Body of a man, windswept plains, span of muscle, 
you resemble a city in ruins, lying spent. 
My round body completes your shadowed spaces 
and shields the angles of your bones. 
 
I was ripeness, welling, watching  
the journey of light, its exit with a breath of frost. 
To prolong my prime, I held a word under my 
tongue and then swallowed it, I accepted you in silence. 
 
But I’ve submitted to this wilting and now I speak it. 
Body of many lengths, of avid ends and bites. 
Oh the firmness of your hands, your teeth of presence! 
Oh, the smoothness of your part! Oh your voice, loud 
and shameless! 
 
Body of my man, I will persist in your hollows, 
My thirst, my surging need, my uncertain flight. 
The dim streets, where thirst courses 
and sleep follows, and the endless pang. 
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